There are some 60 small computers on the
market -each claimed to be better and more
wonderful than all the others. Unfortunately,
most of the features that are supposed to demonstrate each system's unique superiorityhave
little to do with what most people buy computers for, namely, getting a job done. Not the
warm feeling of having a computer that goes
100nanoseconds faster than any other. Not
the sense of well-beingthat comes from
knowing that your computer moves information around using only one bus, or two busses,
or a trolley car.
Getting a job done faster, easier and more
reliably is what the PRIME 200 is all about. To
make that possible we came up with a design
concept that you won't find on any of the other
computers on the market today. We defined
and perfected the softwarefirst, and then we
developed the hardware that would maximize
the software's performance. For the first time,
hardware has been designed to support software. The result is a system that enables you to
develop and execute software more efficiently
and at less cost than ever before possible on a
small computer.And if you agree that software
is the key to getting things done, then you owe
it to yourself to seriously evaluate the PRIME
200. The following pages will get you started:
pages 2 and 3 -designphlosophy
pages 4,5,6 and 7 -software overview
pages 8'9 and 10-hardware
page 11-performance examples
page 12-product reliability
If you really don't want to read all the detds
and just want the specs, flip to the last page
where you'll find them summarizedon a
handy tear-out card.

The Prime 200 Idea

Develop the softwarefirst, then buildit a
nice place to live. That, in a nutshell, is the
basic design philosophy behmd the PRIME
200 and what sets it apart from other small
computers. Instead of the usual "technology in
search of apurpose" approach to computer
design, PRIME defined the purpose first and
then developed the technology that would
best acheve it. The purpose was to improve
the one factor that has been wasting more
money and limiting the performance of more
systems than any other. Software.
The PRIME 200 was designed so users could
develop and execute softwarewith less blood,
sweat and tears than ever before possible on a
small computer.At a purchase price that gives
the PRIME 200 a substantial pricelperformance edge over all major competitors. m l e
other manufacturersbelabor the pros and cons
of various architectures, attempt to resolve the
battle of the busses, and push logic a few nanoseconds closer to the speed of light, PRIME is
devoting its efforts to providmg a system that
dramaticallyimproves the economics of small
computer usage.
In pursuing that objective, PRIME developed
a system that offers the following major
features:

AFORTRAN compiler so efficient that it
allows FORTRAN to be used as the PRIME
systems programming language.
An interactiveDisk Operating System f eaturing sophisticatedfile handlmg techmques.
A Real Time Operating System available in
both memoryldisk and memory only configurations.
100%microprogrammed logic, featuring a
64-bitwide microprogram word for optimum
speed and efficiency.
750 nanosecond MOS memory, expandable
to 32K words.
Plug-in packaging of all mainframe components: processor, memory, interfaces, backplane, controlpanel, and power supply.
? h e most comprehensiveerror detection
system ever implemented in a small
computer.

PRIME programming systems offerusers an
operating efficiency and a level of functional
capabilitynever before available with a small
computer -regardless of price. How this is
possible can be better appreciated byunderstanding some of the basic design ground rules
that molded the PRIME software system.
1. One Software System For A
L
Z Users. All
programs written for the PRIME 200 utilize a
common set of system software elements.
Programs developed with stand-alonesystem
software are completely compatible with those
developed in an operating system environment. Since there is no distinction between
"basic" and "advanced" system software,
there are no one-of-a-kindsoftwarepackages to
interferewith compatible growth into larger
systems.
2. File Compatibdity Between Program Development and Real Time Environments. Auniform and consistent He system supported by
all PRIME softwareis the key to simple and
manageable transitionfrom program development to program execution. For example, it
allows the user to generate real-time systems

under Disk Operating System (DOS)control,
load data bases under DOS control, and then
execute programs under Real Time Operating
System (RTOS)control, using exactly the same
data bases. Conversely, the data collected
under RTOS can be analyzed and maintained
under DOS.
3. High Level Language For System Software.
PRIME'S FORTRAN compiler is extremely
efficient. So efficient, in fact, that it is now
practical to write systems softwarein
FORTRAN. Experience has shown that a
higher level language generally allows better
algorithms to be developed to solve specific
problems because the programmer can devote
more attention to the problems and less
to worrying about what the computer will do.
As an induxtion of the efficiency of h s
approach, note that the entireDisk Operating
System is written in FORTRAN.
4. Software Should Take Maximum Advantage O fAD Hardware Features. The "software-first" design of the PRIME 200 means
that not only are hardware features softwaresupported, but supportedin the most efficient
way possible. For example, when a hardware
option is added to a users system, the
FORTRAN compiler automaticallyimplements it in executable code rather than wasting time by continuing to call a subroutine.

Operating Systems
Disk Operating System (DOS)
The Disk Operating System is an interactive
controller and file h a n k system ideally
suited to the smgle-user,program development and execution environment.It provides
an extensive array of features to simpllfy program development and maintenance. For
example:
System file management features include
multiple-levelfile directoriesand multiple
volume control and file access methods.
These features simpllfy the creation, deletion
and updatmg of source, object, and data files.
It functions as a batch processing system, providing automaticjob and data stream routing
by s t o w command sequences on a Qsk file.
Numerous disk file access disciplines and
built-infile integrity checks are provided.
Files are constructedwith forward and backward pointers so that accidental loss of one
file will not snowball into a loss of multiple
files. DOS quicklyregeneratesthe record
availability table in the event that a file
is destroyed.
Files are addressed by name rather than by
absolute location.
DOS supports compressedASCII files.
Typically this provides a 5: 1character reduction for assembly language files, and a 4: 1
reduction forFORTRAN files.

Real Time Operating System (RTOS)
RTOS is a compact, multiprogramming operating system that schedules the computer's
three basic resources -processing power, main
memory, and mass memory -to control the
execution of applicationprograms in arealtime environment.It provides intempt handlmg, multiprogram scheduling, simultaneous
input/output and general supervisory
functions.

RTOS is available in two versions: amemoryonly system for fast response applicationsand
a memoryldisk system for multitask applications involving resource sharing, memory
mapping and large data bases.
RTOS and DOS use the same file management system, allowing the user to maintain
files off-line.The Disk Operating System can
run under control of the RTOS, and, conversely, real-timesystems can be developed
under DOS control.
RTOS is supported by a complete set of
utility, support, debugging, and I10 device
test programs.
Stand-Alone System
Stand-alonesystems are provided with exactly
the same translators, loaders and I10 controllers as larger operating system c o ~ a t i o n s .
PRIME'S Stand-AloneSystemincludes the
followingmajor elements:
FORTRAN IV Compiler
Macro Assembler
Desectorizing Link-Loader
Support Library including FORTRAN functions, math library and YO drivers
Text Editor
Debugging Package
InputIOutput Control System

Language Processors
FORTRAN IV
FORTRAN is the PRIME systemsprogramming language. The compiler executes in one
pass and produces highly optimized code. The
sourcelanguage is ANSI extended FORTRAN
plus other extensionsderived from the proposed Instrument Society of America FORTRAN for control applications. SigTllficant
extensionsinclude: embedded logical functions such as AND, OR, NOT, and XOR; runtime trace; octal constants; and an extended
FORTRAN library.
Macro Assembler
The PRIME Macro Assembler represents
a major improvement in symboliclanguage
processor design. In addition to the coding
simplification features available with many
present-daymacro assemblers, it offers the
user a simple, yet powerful, means of generating application-orientedmacro statements
that can sigdicantly simpllfy application
programming.It is now possible to develop
unambiguous, easy-to-usemacros that require
no additionaldocumentation and that can be
easily modified by anyonefamiliar with the
application.
In addition to its expanded macro capability,
the Macro Assembler offers all of the features
you would expect to find in a well designed
symbolic assembler, includmgpseudo-opsfor
assembly, listing, and loader control; symbol
and data definition; storage allocation; program lmkmg; and conditionalassembly.
DesectorizingLink-Loader
Relocatable or absoluteprogram modules
from any PRIME translator may be loaded,
linked and bound with the Desectoring LinkLoader. Cross-sectorreferences are automatically desectorized, and literals, links, and
temporaries are optimized. A major feature of
the Link-Loaderis that the loader tables are
preserved to provide for symbolic debugging.
Furthermore, the Disk Operating System can
be used to save and restore partial loads.

Edit and Debug Resources
The Text Editor is a fullcontext editor providmg such features as line-by-lineand
character-by-characterediting, and automatic
execution of stringbuffers for multiple
changes of the same text throughout aprogram. A bulk media converter provides editing
and transcriptionf or large volumes of data.
Debugging aids include an interactive trace
routine for examining. patchmg, tracing, etc.
Symbolicreferences to memory are permitted
through the loader symbol table.
Input Output Control System (IOCS)
The IOCS is a system of stream control
routines and device drivers which provide
device independenceforuser programs and
centralized I10 controlfor all system software.
A unique IOCS featureis the provision for
sourceHe editing and merging.
Support Library
The PRIME support library includes 110
conversion and driver packages, and standard
and extended math functions. The FORTRAN
support package provides formatted110,
encode and decode statement translators, and
list processing functions. The extended I10
driver library handles intermpt driven and
queued-requestdevice handling.
Verification and Maintenance
Thorough verificationroutines are provided
for the PRIME 200 and each of its peripheral
devices. Each I10 controller can be operated in
a diagnosticmode to permit programmed
testing of I10 functions. Specialprocessor
features, includmgnon-functionaltests and
microdiagnostics, greatly enhance the fault
diagnosis capabilitiesof the various test and
maintenance routines.

The hardware in a PRIME 200 system has
three goals in life: give the software a convenient place to do its exercises; interface simply
and economically to a wide range of real-time
environments; and do it all with unquestioned
reliability.
Basic Specs
The PRIME 200 is a fully parallel, 100%
rnicroprogrammed, 16-bitcomputer. Its MOS
memory has a 750 nanosecond cycle time and
is expandablein 8K word increments to 32K
words. The instruction complement includes
118 instructions, 15 of which are memory
reference instructionsfor fast, efficient data
handling without time-consumingregister
housekeeping (e.g.,a memory-to-registeradd'
requires only a singleword instruction).
The processor includes such standardf eatures as direct, indexed, and multilevel indirect
addressing in both sectored and relative
modesj 64-level, vectored priority interrupt
system; fully recursive, and push-pop stack
processing capabilities; byte parity on all data
paths eight-channelDMA; asynchronous
serial communication interface; and
programmer's controlpanel.

The computer is housed in a 10%inch high
chassis which provides ten slots for printed
circuit boards. The entire central processor
is fabricated on a single board and can be
inserted in any slot position. Similarly,a
complete 8K word memory module is contained on a single board. The remaining eight
slots are used for adhtional memory, 110
controllers, user-designedinterfaces, etc.
The Computer in more detail
Microprogramming
ThePRIME 200's instruction complement
is implementedin a microprogrammed readonlymemory. T h s control techmque, which
can be thought of as a special-purposemicroprocessor within a general purpose computer,
utilizes "horizontal" microprogramming for
optimum speed and efficiency. A 64-bitmicroinstructionformat allows a large number of
functions to be controlledby a singlemicroword. This minimizes the total number of
microwords, and thus the total time needed to
decode and execute the software instructions.

Since the microprocessor's operation is
overlapped withmain memory, the PRIME
200 is ideally suited to executingmemory
reference instructions (whichin typical applications occur 70 to 80%of the time).
In addition to optimizing the computer's
performance, microprogramming also provides an open-endeddesign in which additional instructions, various diagnostic
capabdities, and extensionsto standard
features can be easily implemented.

Error Detection
The reliability of data within the PRIME 200
is monitored by the most comprehensive
parity checlung scheme ever implemented
in a small computer.Every byte of data on
every data path in the processor, on the backplane, in every register, in every memory
location, and in all 110device controllers is
checked for parity. In short, any time information moves anywherein the computer, its
parity is checked on a byte-by-bytebasis to
assure its reliability. As a result, the user is
instantly aware of any condition that could
cause erroneousprocessing of data and appropriate corrective action can be takenunder
software control.
In the event that a system failure has
occurred, microdiagnosticsare available to
trace the fault to its functional level.

MOS Memory
Semiconductor memory technology offers
important price/perfon-nanceadvantages that
make it the logical choice for the PRIME 200.
The conservatively rated MOS memory in the
PRIME 200 gives the user a combination of
high-speed(750nanosecond cycle time),high
density packaging (complete8K memory on a
single board),and low power consumption
(full32K memory operates with system's
basic power supply).
Packaging
Unique physical packaging and mechanical
design features contribute to the computer's
outstandmg reliability and ease of use. Basically, aPRIME 200 computer consists of just
four elements: a chassis with 10 slots for
mounting processor memory and various
controller circuit boards, a controlpanel, a
controlled impedance backplane for interconnecting the circuit boards, and a power supply.
There are no reserved slots in the chassisjany
circuit board can be inserted in any slot. To
simpllfy servicing, the power supply, backplane and controlpanel are designed as plug-in
modules that can be easily removed and
replaced if necessary.
Printed circuit construction is used through
the computer. In fact, with the exception of the
wires feedmg power to the cooling fans, there
isn't an inch of wire in the entire computer.

Interfacing
Simple, low-cost interfacingprovided by
PRIME'S inputloutput, communications, and
analogldigital interfaces is further enhanced
by two general-purposeinterface boards. One
board combines standard PRIME bus interfacing logc with a wire-wrap pin section,
giving the user a simple and low-costmeans
of fabricating specially designed controllers.
The other is a compatible interface board
which provides direct hardware connection
between the PRIME 200 and any Series-16
controllers.
As a standard feature, the PRIME 200 contains a programmable, eight-channel,h e c t
memory access (DMA)processor to facilitate
block transfers of data directly between the
memory and various device controllers. Any
channel may be assigned to any deviceunder
program control; there are no hardwired channel assignments. Any number of device controllers can be attached to the PRIME 200 and
any eight can operate in the direct memory
access mode simultaneously.
In addition to DMA block transfers, the
PRIME 200 also handles dnect single-word
transfers between device controllers and the
main arithmetic register in the processor.
Interrupts
Interrupts can be handledvia a standard
party h e interrupt technique which causes
aprogram jump to a fixed location in memory,
or they can be handled by a 64-levelvectored
priority interrupt system which allows interrupts to be vectored to any memory locations
the user desires. Allinterrupts can be armed
and disarmed, singularly or in groups, under
program control.
Peripherals
From an ASR 33 Teletype to hgh-speed,
fixed and moving head disks, PRIME supplies
a comprehensive and expandmg range of
peripherals for data entry and storage. To

support these devices (summarizedin following table)PRIME has developed a series
of powerful device controllers. For user convenience, the teletype, paper tape reader, and
paper tape punch controllers as will as realtime clock are all packaged on a single board.
Amoving head &sk controller supportsup to
four disks and a fixed-headcontroller supports
two disks. Each &sk controller occupies a
singleboard and each provides programmable
vectored interrupt capabilities,programmed
110and DMA. W i t h the computer system,
a TTY interfacehandles EIA compatible
devices with speeds up to 9600 baud.
Fixed Head StorageFile
Provides random access to 128K0r256K
words with an average access time of 8.7
milliseconds and a transfer rate of 4 microseconds per word.
Moving Head Disk Cartridge File
Handles standard 23 15cartridges and provides random access to 1.5Mor 3.OM words
with an average seek time of 70 milliseconds
and transfer rate of 10microseconds per
word.
Paper Tape Reader and Punch
Reads 8 channel fanfold tape at 200 cps, and
punches fanfold tape at 75 cps.
Teletypes
Mode133 ASR, Model 33 KSR, and Model
35 ASR

Acloser look atp e d o m c e

Softwareis the key to the PRIME 200's performance. Raw computhg speed or isolated
hardware instruction times tell only a part of
the story. It's how efficiently the software uses
these resources to get your job done that really
counts. The following examples illustrate a
few of the many factors that contribute to the
PRIME 200's outstanding on-the-job
performance.
Example 1: Extremely Flexible Macro
Assembler
The advanced design of the PRIME Macro
Assembler permits macro calls to be defined
for optimum user convenience. For instance,
any of the following calls can be used for the
MOVE macro.
Macro Call
MOVE 1 WORD FROM A TO B
MOVE 1 WORD TO B FROM A
MOVE FROM A TO B, 1 WORD
MOVE INTO B, 1 WORD FROM A
Macro D e h t i o n
MOVE MAC WORD, WORDS, (FROM);
= 2, (TO)= 3, (INTO)= 3
IF(<l>.EQ.l)LDA<2>;
STA<3>: GOTO&X
LDX< 1 > , 1
LDA< 2> - 1 , l
STA<3>-1,l
IRX
JMP * -5
&X
ENDM
Example 2: Single-word,memory reference
instructions for greater efficiency and
programming ease
Compare the number of instructions
needed (and thus the total execution time) to
ADD A, B, and C on the PRIME 200 vs. the
number needed using general register logic
common to several competitive systems.
PRIME 200
Competitive Systems
(using memory
(usinggeneral
referencelogic)
register logic)
STA TEMP 1
STA 1, TEMP 1
LDA A
STA 2, TEMP 2
ADD B
LDA l,A
ADD C
LDA 2, B
STA RESULT
ADD 1,2
LDA 1, C
LDA TEMP 1
JMP BACK
ADD 1,2
STA 2, RESULT
LDA 1,TEMPl
LDA 2, TEMP 2
JMP BACK

Example 3: FORTRAN Compiler Generates
Optimized Code
The following expanded output listing highlights the power and efficiency of PRIME'S
FORTRAN. Line 117 shows the direct use of
index registers. FORTRAN statement 250
illustrates the efficiency of generated code for
a typical DO loop. FORTRAN statement 260
shows the use of intrinsic logical functions.

250 DO 260 I =ONE, THREE
LlNK 4250
112 LDA ONE
113 STA l
CUFD(I) = XNAM(I)
LDA I
ADD XNAM
STA 000000
LDA XNAM
,1
LDX I
.1
STA CUFD
1
IF (TSET) HOMUFD(1) = CUFD(I)
LDA* TSET
SNZ
JMP 000000
LDACUFD
,1
STA HOMUFD , I
LlNK 000124
CONTINUE
LDA I
AOA
CAS THREE
JMP 000135
JMP 000113
JMP 000113
DSKRAT(IW+l) = XOR(DSKRAT(IW+I), TUP(IB) )
LDA IW
136 ADD = 'DAC DSKRAT'
137 STA T$1000
140 LDA I6
141 ADD ZDACTUP-I'
142 STA T$1001
143 LDA* T$1000
145 STA* ~ $ 1 0 0 0
CHRAT =.TRUE.
146 LDA ='000001
147 STA CHRAT
RETURN

Re&%@ Maintenance,Service
One of our goals in designingthe PRIME
200 was to make it the most reliable computer
available for a broad range of application environments. A "turn it on and forget it" lund of
reliability that's absolutely essential in realtime applications.
The PRIME 200's reliability starts with the
basic design of the computer itself. The system's archtecture is based on proven design
concepts which have demonstrated their reliabfity through millions of hours of usage.
There are no hdden surprises and no unpredictableperformance parameters for our customers to uncover after their machines are
installed. Closely related to the basic design is
its implementation. Reliability is built-in to
the PRIME 200 through conservative, worst
case component spec&cationj rigid, incoming
component quality control; big board construction; controlled impedance backplane and
circuit boards; and a packaging system that
eliminates all discrete wiring.
The next step is to insure the integrity of the
computer's operation through a system of
error and fault detection features. To t h s end
the PRIME 200 provides such features as byte
parity checlung on every data path and
memory location in the computer; completely
interchangeable circuit boards, allowing
boards to be swapped among slot locations to
help localizehardware and software faults;
and microdiagnosticsfor tracing hardware
faults to their functional level.
Finally, once a faulty component has been
identified, the user is given several options for
repairing it. In those applicationswhere even a
few minutes of down time can be &sastrous,
the PRIME 200's modular packaging permits
any component to be quickly replaced simply
by unplugg~ngit and plugging in a spare. A
faulty processor, memory module or power
supply can be replaced by the user in less than
a minute.
In cases where time is less critical or it is not
practical to stock spares, the user can have
repairs made at one of PRIME'S strategically
located repair depots, or he can use our express
service arrangement with major airlines for
same-daydelivery of parts to any major city
in the country. And, of course, trained field
service engineers are available for on-site
maintenance.

Fully supported systems
For the end-user who wants a fully operational
system installed, checked out and ready for
application software development, PRIME
offers aunique approach to packaged system
support.
A series of fully supported systems provide
all of the individual benefits of PRIME hardware and software plus expert installation,
testing, documentation and demonstration oi
system operating parameters at the user's site
by PRIME system support specialists. By purchasing a fully supported system, the user is
free to concentrate on h s particular application requirements while PRIME assumes full
responsibility for system installation. And
we guarantee the performance of the system,
both hardware and software, for a full six
months after the system is installed.

PRIME means fist. First in quality. First in
reliability. First in value. The name fits our
objectives perfectly.

